
                                                                                      
 

 
 

 

 
Tips for Buyers in a Sellers' Market 

 
 
In the present real estate market, buyers are faced with conditions that offer some advantages to sellers. It's important 
to remember that all markets go through phases. This phase will pass, and future markets will be more balanced, and, 
at times, there will be times in which buyers will hold the upper hand. In the meantime, here are some steps to take to 
be better equipped to deal with the present market conditions. 
 
 
1. Be Prepared - When the competition among buyers becomes more intense for fewer homes, you must be better 
prepared to be competitive. Being prepared takes several forms: get your financing together, get a feel for the market, 
be ready to be decisive and move quickly when opportunities arise. 
 
2. Make an Attractive Offer - Given the possibility of competition among buyers for appealing properties, do 
everything you can to make an attractive offer that a seller will want to accept. Get your loan pre-approved, avoid 
asking for minor concessions unless they are essential to you, propose timely completion of inspections, be as flexible 
as possible on the time for closing and other issues that allow you to accommodate the seller. Avoid making an offer 
contingent on the sale of your present home if at all possible. 
 
 
3. Do Not Panic - While it may be frustrating if you make offers that are not accepted, or if another buyer beats you to 
a property, try to keep your head and not get carried away with the fear that you will never find a home you like or that 
you can buy. There are new opportunities every day, and market conditions are always in flux. Be prepared for some 
frustrations and try not to let them dissuade you from a steady, diligent pursuit of your objective. 
 
 
4. Don't Compromise on Property Inspections - You may need to compromise on asking sellers to correct problems, 
but make sure you know the condition of the property you are buying. Skipping prudent inspection of a property is 
inviting expensive surprises. It's one thing to decide to accept a roof with a limited remaining life; it's another not to 
look into the condition of the roof at all. 
 
 
5. Know the Comps - Don't believe the argument some may make that comps don't mean anything in a seller's 
market. Sale prices for comparable property may lag the present market because they represent the past and not the 
future direction of prices, but the concept of "substitution" still applies. This concept says that if you don't buy one 
property you could have bought other properties with similar characteristics. There are always alternatives, and the 
price of one must have a logical relationship to the price of another. 
 
 

Your For Buyers Only Realty representative would be pleased to expand upon any of the 
subjects contained in this report, or any other area you'd like to explore, in a no-
obligation personal consultation, either on the phone or in person.  Why not call Gene 
Berman at (707) 525-9789 (or toll-free, 866 ONLY BUY) today to make an appointment 
and take a major step toward ensuring a positive outcome with your next real estate 
purchase in a seller’s market. 
 



                                                                                      
 

 
 

 

 
 


